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3.1

Introduction: the
importance of design
leadership

In 2014, the Rijksstudio – a platform

museums from all over the world asked

within the website of the Holland’s

Fabrique to create a ‘Rijksstudio’ for their

national Rijksmuseum where artworks

collections.

from the collection are visualized in high

While these museums had assumed it was

resolution and in a Pinterest-like fashion

Fabrique’s design knowledge and skills

- won 7 international design awards.

that would guarantee their success, they

Within three months of its official launch,

were quite surprised when Fabrique began

this unique, interactive web platform

by asking strategic questions related to

had attracted more than 100,000 visits

their vision, values and organizational

by people wishing to view, examine and

commitment. Here was the main take-

curate their personal collections of over

away from the Rijksmuseum project

200,000 masterpieces. This was a feat

– the dominant success factor of the

that not even the Google Art project – a

Rijksstudio was not so much its design,

well-known website with similar features

as it was the great synergy between the

– had accomplished in the 3 years it had

museum’s disrupting vision, the project

been live.

owners’ commitment and the designers’
ability to facilitate coherent, brave

Today, members of the Rijksstudio

choices throughout the project. It was

community have created more than

that specific match-up of context and

250,000 personal collections, and that

design leadership that had channelled

number continues to rise. Rijksstudio’s

the project’s complexity – a number

recipe for success is a perfect blend of

of different stakeholders, the need for

viability (fit with the brand strategy),

coherence across several touchpoints, the

desirability (user-driven visual and

novelty of the idea within the industry

interaction design) and feasibility

– into an appropriate design. Such an

(understanding of technological

intangible mixture of skills cannot just be

readiness). The Rijksstudio platform was

copy-pasted from museum to museum.

developed by Fabrique, a strategic design

We call the ability to create this mix

agency with a strong focus on developing

‘Designing Transition’ – recognize the

meaningful digital services. Hoping to

complexity of the context, understand its

achieve the same successful results,

key elements and driving forces, choose
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a starting point and act on it in order to

handle the complex challenges that arise

handle them? What type of informal

lead the organization towards effective

on the bumpy road toward an innovative

leadership style should designers choose

outcomes. We regard being able to ‘design

end result.

in order to streamline the process and

transitions’ a key leadership competence

How can designers predict whether – or

ensure the most effective outcomes? The

that design professionals should

when – a project might stumble due to

following paragraphs will provide design

strengthen in order to streamline complex

complexity? How can designers recognize

professionals with practical guidance

strategic design projects. While designers

circumstantial archetypes and how to

on growing their ability to design

are mainly trained to design solutions,

transitions, and excel in the strategic

there is immense value in learning how to

practice of ‘simplifying’.
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3.2

Assessing the
circumstances: shared
vision and ownership

In this chapter, we identify two dominant

to four typical project circumstances

factors that influence the success of

that require varying degrees of design

strategic design projects: a shared

leadership in order to ‘design transitions’

vision for the project, and a clear sense

(figure 1). In the following paragraphs,

of ownership within the organization

we offer guidelines on how to detect these

running the project. Plotting these factors

different circumstances, and how to lead

on a vertical and horizontal axis leads

a project accordingly.

strong ownership

1

2
Deciding factors:
- Is there ownership?
- Is there enough in the budget
- Is there a mandate?

a diffuse vison

a shared vision
Deciding factors:
- Is there a vision?
- Does the vision fit with the goals?
- Is the vision shared?

3

4
weak ownership

Figure 3.1: Assessing the circumstances
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A shared vision

The importance of sharing project vision

Beyond this, a coherent vision nourishes

Making sure organizations and designers

Having a clear and commonly shared

the organization’s internal culture – the

share the same vision is crucial to the

vision is important for complex strategic

dedication and felt responsibility of

success of any design project, and for

design projects. The vision can align

company employees.

innovation in general. A ‘shared project

diverging perspectives, and inform

In small- and medium-sized

vision’ means there is widespread

criteria used to make decisions – its

organizations, operating in line with

clarity in stakeholders’ and designers’

unifying power is especially helpful

a clearly-defined, common vision is

understanding of project goals and

when there are a variety of stakeholders,

more of an exception than the status

direction, and in the approach taken

interests, and interfaces involved in the

quo, and attuning the overall direction

in during project implementation. In

design process.

of innovation projects to a particular

addition, this shared vision includes a

Moreover, when the project’s vision fits

vision is not part of daily practice. Even

general coherence between the project

with the organization’s brand strategy

larger organizations often fail to define

vision and the overall vision of the

and overall vision, and when decision

and firmly embed a meaningful vision

organization. (For more on this, please

making at every level is a function of this

across the organization and its innovation

refer to Chapter 1.)

vision, an organization’s offering becomes

projects. They rarely rely on a long-term

a cohesive experience that is more

perspective, and their innovation efforts

appreciated by consumers (van Erp 2011).

are not guided by a pre-defined roadmap.
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How to identify a shared vision

a clear-cut answer to these questions

based on project circumstances,

To decide what kind of leadership style is

usually signals the absence of a

ownership is the second important factor

needed to ‘design a transition’, the design

strong, cohesive project vision.

to consider. Ownership refers to the

Is the project vision a good fit with

extent to which there is a clear entity/

the challenge at hand is driven by a vision

the wider goals of the organization?

department/stakeholder that initiates,

that is shared. This can be done by asking

Sometimes the project vision does

finances and implements the strategic

three questions:

not align with the KPIs or primary

design project, and benefits from its

1.

Is there a project vision? Does the

goals that the organization has

outputs.

company have a clear view of the

expressed elsewhere (For more on

project’s direction, and where it fits

this, please refer to Chapter 7.) This

The importance of strong ownership

into the raison d’être of the company?

happens for instance when a trend

Most of strategic design project outcomes

How exactly will the project help

emerges – organizations may act

of do not see the light of day, in many

the company fulfil its raison d’être? A

impulsively because they are afraid

cases due to lack of ownership on the

satisfactory answer to this question

to miss out on what they see as an

client side. Strong ownership of a project

should emerge during the early

opportunity for growth.

serves not only to focus the process of

Is the vision shared across the company?

decision making during the project – more

the brief is formulated. In traditional

If there is a clear project vision, is

importantly, it secures a sustainable

design projects, briefs tend to be

there widespread awareness and

effect once the project is completed.

‘outcome-oriented’ – they clearly

alignment within the company? Can

A strategic outcome – a business

indicate whether the outcome is

various departments move in the

opportunity, innovation portfolio or

a physical object or a service, and

same direction during project setup

product/service system – is a continuum.

often include a precise description

and implementation?

Once it has been installed, it needs to

team needs to assess the extent to which

stages of a strategic project, when

2.

3.

of the desired physical qualities of

be nurtured, developed and exploited.

the design. In strategic projects, the

Only if all three questions are answered

It needs ownership within a company.

brief must remain open in terms of

positively can the project be plotted on

A strong sense of proprietorship gives

the final design, and its definition

the right side of the matrix.

organizational stakeholders the focus

should focus on understanding the

and drive to complete the project, despite

motivation driving a project and the

Strong ownership

type of goals to be achieved. Lack of

To appropriately align design leadership

complexity.
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How to identify strong ownership

execute and complete the project? Is

To evaluate the extent to which a strategic

the project owner able to take key

design process has a strong ownership

project decisions independently, or

within the organization, the design team

does he/she always have to ask his/

should ask the following three questions:

her manager? One of the biggest

1.

Who is responsible for the innovation

challenges in cutting through

project, its implementation, and future

complexity is breaking down the

nurturance? Can the right person

silos and rigid hierarchies within

for the job, in terms of skills and

an organization’s infrastructure. A

position, already be found within

mandate from the board is one of the

the company? Is it a person who

strongest weapons designers can use

can also take care of implementing
the project outcome? Does the right

2.

to combat this.
3.

Does the project owner (or owner’s

organizational structure exist to

department) have a budget that matches

support ex-post nurturing? For

the project’s ambition and goals, and the

instance, a project to develop a

implementation phase? Enthusiasm

new e-commerce platform for an

is a key driver for innovation. It

organization that has no online

combines with optimism and a

manager will not work in the long

strong push from every stakeholder

run. Projects need to be sustained

to get a project realized – but

and developed by individuals who

together with this enthusiasm comes

have the power, drive and expertise

the danger of losing sight of reality,

needed to help the project grow.

and underestimating the time and

Does the project owner (or owner’s

money it takes to get the job done.

department) hold the mandate to

8
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1

Project type
Driven by people, great energy,
no clear direction yet, not
supported by the whole company
Style: guru thought leader!
Needed: a political enforcer to
create a vision and then:

Style: getting the job done!
needed: the smallest possible team
of experts possibel, focus on impact

move to 2
a diffuse vison

a shared vision
Project type
All signs are red. Return the
assignment unless there’s a
breakthrough before the project
kicks off

Four types of projects,
four types of leadership

3

2

Project type
Star projects, clearly
future-oriented, great energy,
focus, supported by the whole
company

Style: light-hearted confrontational!
Needed: a discussion with the
project commissioner

move to 2

3.3

strong ownership

Project type
Future-oriented but weak energy,
the organisation is not yet ready
for execution, break down the
silos
Style: strictly coaching!
Needed: doers and makers

move to 1 or 4

Figure 3.2: Project characteristics
and leadership styles

4

weak ownership

Once the above questions have been

Talking to multiple people and exploring

In the following paragraphs, each

answered, the big question becomes: how

previous project implementation might

typology is described and exemplified

to deal with the different circumstances?

increase the reliability with which a

with a case from Fabrique’s portfolio. A

Obviously it is a challenge to get real

designer can assess these two factors.

box at the beginning of each paragraph

answers to the above questions on the

Based on this assessment, each strategic

summarizes the characteristics of each

table. For instance, the board often has

design project can be plotted on the

typology.

a much more positive outlook when

vision/ownership matrix, and designers

it comes to change processes than the

can adjust their leadership accordingly

organization’s management and staff.

(figure 2).
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Main characteristics of the
political enabler
Characteristics: strong ownership /
diffuse vision
Main challenges: lack of widespread
understanding and support from
organizational stakeholders
Leadership goals: create a vision
that inspires enthusiasm
throughout the organization
Needed team: guru thought leader(s)
and a strongly motivated team

Type 1– The political
enabler
This quadrant houses strategic design

strategic design project.

projects characterized by strong

In this context, design professionals can

ownership and organizational support for

act as political enablers, by identifying

innovation, but whose vision is diffused.

the key objectives, key stakeholders

These are projects where there are

and key expertise needed for the

multiple ambitions to satisfy and differing

successful completion of the project, and

opinions about which direction to take

facilitating their convergence towards a

– resulting in the lack of a common,

common vision. Convincing a client or

unifying vision, or in a vision that is an

an organization to rethink their vision

inappropriate fit for the desired goal.

is, in most cases, not very welcome

There is a need to combine different areas

news. The design team needs to act as a

of expertise and a variety of departmental

thoughtful, careful and trustworthy unit.

interests – often resulting in a state of

Box 1 summarizes this typology’s main

overwhelming complexity that hinders

characteristics.

the smooth and timely execution of the

10
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Case: Allerhande, a
cooking app for Albert
Heijn

owner who championed the project within

develop the application as part of their

the team and the entire organization, so

customer touchpoint strategy.

much so that the whole design team was
willing to exert extra effort and make it

Take-away

work.

As the example shows, the team of
designers played the role of political

Context
Albert Heijn – the Netherland’s leading

Solution

enablers by using creative facilitation

food retailer, and renowned for the

Through a series of creative workshops

techniques to distil a vision that united

momentum of their innovation – asked

with product owners, Albert Heijn

different parties and stakeholders within

Fabrique to co-build a cooking app for

and Allerhande brand managers and

the company. There is no strict way to

Allerhande, one of their sub-brands.

content managers from a media agency,

handle this. Designers could use vision

Since 1956, Albert Heijn has published

Fabrique designers used their creative

creation tools like ‘ViP’ (Hekkert and

a free print magazine about food and

facilitation skills to collaboratively

Van Dijk, 2011; see also Chapter 1) or

cooking, where the company’s vision and

develop a solid project vision that defined

‘frame creation’ (Dorst, 2015) to get

brand statement is also broadcast clearly

where the product would go and how

key stakeholders around the table and

and distinctively. The magazine’s role

the team would get there. The team

moderate the discussion in a way that

and purpose – its vision, and branding

created an ‘interaction vision’ and a

any conflicts of interest would be openly

attributes – were commonly understood

plan to implement an agile development

addressed and dissolved, which makes

and accepted across the company. At

environment within the company

room for a common vision to emerge. In

the start of this project, however, it

where all parties involved could better

any situation, it’s important to make sure

became clear that there was no previously

understand the vision and contribute

the vision is shared by all the relevant

defined vision of the kind of digital

to the app’s development. The app was

people and departments in the company,

experience they wanted the cooking app

launched in October 2014, and became a

since the designer’s aim is to move to

to deliver, and how the app would fit

huge success. Thanks to the strong and

quadrant 2.

into the overarching company vision.

coherent vision behind it, Albert Heijn

Nevertheless, there was a great product

has been able to maintain, nurture and

11
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Main characteristics of the
excellent executor
Characteristics: Strong ownership /
shared vision
Main challenges: not many
Leadership goals: getting it done!
Needed team members: small,
motivated team, focus on impact

Type 2 – The excellent
executor
Type 2 projects are the star projects.

who takes care that the job is done in the

There is shared vision and ownership,

most effective and efficient way, with

what else could a designer wish for? This

the smallest, most appropriate team

is the ideal starting point to be able to

available. Methods like ‘scrum’ or ‘rapid

manage complexity and lead a strategic

co-creation’ (see Chapter 2) can help

design process to successful completion.

designers keep up the pace, the energy

Indeed, the role of design leadership is

and the commitment needed to conduct

limited to that of the excellent executor

this type of project.

12
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Figure 3.3: A sketch of the ‘e-gate’ for Schipol Airport

Figure 3.4: Self-service border control in use

Case: Schiphol, self
service border control

to go. The agency did some extensive

vision smoothly developed into a feasible

research and rethinking around the

outcome – the ‘e-gate' (see figure X). At

domain of border control, and presented

one point during project development,

a clear vision showing how the project

the Ministry of Justice realized that the

Context

objectives could be achieved. Specifically,

innovative e-gate could be useful at

Every year, approximately 60 million

the agency concluded that border control

various locations, not only on at Schiphol.

passengers pass through the border

was a bump in the overall flow of

They took over the project, and 5 years

control area at Schiphol airport in the

operations, and passengers’ experiences

after the first ideas were generated,

Netherlands. Schiphol asked several

were not very favorable – the border

the first real e-gates were installed at

agencies to participate in a pitch to

check felt more like an intimidating

Schiphol Airport. Nowadays you can find

‘Redesign the Passenger Process’ (RPP).

criminal search. Thus, their vision was

them all over the world.

The goal of the project was simple –

to turn the border control into a warm,

improve passenger flow. However, the

welcoming area that led to the duty-

Take-away

context was highly complex, given the

free shopping zone. The vision was

The rapid and successful conclusion of the

considerable number of stakeholders

immediately embraced by the airport

e-gate project showcases the importance

involved and the extreme rigidity in

and all of the other stakeholders. The

of establishing both a commonly shared

the regulations and bureaucracy that

RPP project was strongly supported by

vision and clear ownership from the

characterize the airport environment.

the entire organization, and eventually

outset of a project. The vision articulated

a special innovation taskforce – the

in the process was smoothly executed

Solution

airport, the architect, a wayfinding

thanks to a small, dedicated expert team

The designers at Fabrique realized that

specialist, the Ministry of Justice and the

that selected to get the job done. The

in order to address such complexity and

border police – took ownership, with the

team had the courage to make fast, risky

win the pitch, a strong project vision that

intention, mandate and budget to support

decisions, despite the complexity of the

reflected the project goals was the way

the project. Subsequently, the initial

airport ecosystem.
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Main characteristics of the lighthearted confrontational leader

Type 3 – The lighthearted, confrontational
leader

Characteristics: Weak ownership /
This typology is exactly the opposite

hip’ – which he or she calls the vision

of the one described in the previous

– and a lack of awareness about the

Main challenges: all signs are red /

paragraph. There is no real sense that

structure of the organization will likely

overwhelming complexity

the complexity of the project can be

increase the chances of failure. A light-

resolved and the project will be a success.

hearted, confrontational leadership style

Leadership goals: breakthrough in

A design professional usually gets into

– and potentially an initial refusal to

circumstances to move the project

a situation like this when the project

undertake the assignment – is the best

towards quadrant 1 or 4

commissioner is unaware of the situation

way to confront a commissioner with this

he or she is in. Designers will need to

situation. Once the problem and its causes

Needed team members: persistent

identify this kind of situation as quickly

are known to both parties, designers

leader, with light-hearted

as possible, and broach the topic with

should use their leadership to move the

confrontational skills and

stakeholders immediately. Indicators are:

project towards quadrant 1 by creating

mandate to return the assignment

indecisiveness relative to project start

ownership – assigning responsibility,

if needed

and execution timelines, spending project

obtaining a mandate, agreeing on a

budget without achieving results due to

budget – or towards quadrant 4, by

unrestrained processes, or – in the case

supporting the organization’s efforts to

of external assignments – the fact that

develop a vision that everyone shares.

the tender has existed for a considerable

The latter approach is closer to the

amount of time without being assigned

designer’s core set of competencies, and

to any agency. This situation might also

thus a better starting point – rather than

occur when an ambitious new director

attempting to change the organizational

has been appointed. A ‘shot from the

structure to create ownership.

diffuse vision
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Case: Creating a brand
new museum in the
Netherlands – the
National Military
Museum

was the main contractor for the tender,

expertise. When Fabrique designers got

and would lead a consortium of landscape

the assignment to develop a vision for

and exhibition architects, installers,

the museum’s digital experience, their

exploitation companies and different

reaction was firm – they demanded the

creative agencies. Fabrique was asked to

opportunity to develop the branding

take care of digital interactions.

and visual identity for the project, and

Despite the high level of motivation, none

the overall branding for the other Dutch

of the parties had experience executing

Defence museums. Over the course of

Context

such a project. Thus, both a common

several discussions and confrontational

In many ways, The National Military

vision and clear ownership were absent,

meetings, Fabrique steered Heijmans

Museum (NMM) is a one-of-a-kind

and most parties – including the project

towards accepting a single, solid structure

project. The idea was to merge two

leader – had no inkling of their position

for the Dutch Defence Musea brand,

Dutch military museums into one larger

and role. The risk of failure was high.

which included the NMM and the three
other brands for the different military

museum, and install the merged entity
in a newly-designed building on the

Solution

museums. As part of its confrontational

former military airbase at Soesterberg in

Heijmans was aware that it was lacking

leadership style, Fabrique also pushed

the Netherlands. The merged museum

in expertise, as the construction company

for the allocation of a specific budget

would be one of a group of four National

had never created educational content

dedicated to creating the brand vision,

Defence useums, which also included the

for a museum, never worried about

which had not been included in the

Navy Museum, Military Police Museum

developing a new digital interaction,

initial tender. Their actions also served

and Special Forces Museum. The project

never had to take care of a business

to cement ownership for the project,

was one of the Netherlands’ first public

case for a restaurant. Heijmans got all

and paved the way for commitment to

tenders to experiment with handing

the creative agencies involved in the

the approach until the final stages of its

over the realization and exploitation of a

plans for the museum at an early stage,

implementation.

public cultural heritage institution to the

and ‘outsourced’ the creation of the

private sector for a period of 25 years.

vision(s) to each of them, including the

Heijmans, a large construction company,

smaller areas, according to their field of

15
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Figure 3.5: The new visual identity for NMM

Take-away

circumstances and eventual need to

essential part of moving a type 3 project

In type 3 projects, there is a high risk

confer responsibility onto those with

into a type 2 or 4. This skill therefore

of project failure. The NMM case shows

greater expertise. Being brave enough to

asks for a senior designer who shows

however, that catastrophe can be warded

perceive professional shortcomings and

authority and has excellent reflective and

off by developing awareness of the

confront clients/stakeholders is the most

confrontational skills.
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Main characteristics of the
coaching leader
Characteristics: Weak ownership /
shared vision
Main challenges: risk of
losing project value after
implementation, if the
organization is not yet ready
to ‘nourish and nurture’ novel
changes
Leadership goals: create awareness
of what is needed after the project
is implemented
Needed team members: a coaching
leader with sensitivity for
operations

Type 4 –The coaching
leader
In this quadrant there is a clear vision.

employ to simplify this kind of process

However, although the direction the

consists of coaching organizations

innovation needs to take may be evident,

in project implementation, which

the organization is not ready for it.

progressively creates ownership. Thus,

There is no ownership, there is often no

design professionals should take the lead

budget and the organization is unaware

in executing the project according to the

of or does not have enough ambition

vision, and at the same time teach the

to implement new products and/or

organization the necessary tools, methods

services. Thus the complexity resides in

and principles. (For more on this, please

the implementation, rather than in the

refer to Chapter 8.) The vision acts as a

conception of the design. The type of

driving force for creating ownership.

leadership that design professionals can

17
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Figure 3.6: An example of Agra city branding

Case: Agra city branding

the city. The aim was not only to position

inspiration in cities that make use of

the Taj Mahal as the main attraction in

strong branding statements like ‘I Love

Context

the area, but also to make clear that Agra

NY’, ‘Copenhagen’ and ‘Iamsterdam’. The

Archohm is an architectural agency in

has much more to offer. The architects

municipality of Agra could not imagine

Noida, close to Delhi, India. The agency

felt that the city needed to tell a clear

how this could be achieved, and what the

was commissioned by the city of Agra to

story, and their vision was to position

effect would be. The architects were not

design a new tourism infrastructure for

the city itself as a brand. They found

able to find ownership.
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Ministers of Uttar Pradesh and the City
of Agra, who were quite surprised by
the impact. The initial concept and the
designs bolstered the process. All the
stakeholders in the city embraced the
concept presented. The head of tourism
became the owner of the project. The
lack of ownership was resolved through
the co-creative and coaching approach
utilized by the design agency. The city
commissioned the architect and design
agencies for the full development of the
city brand, and today the concept and
the designs are implemented in Agra,
which is home to the Taj Mahal.
Take-away
When using a coaching leadership
style, co-creation tools can help to
instil a sense of proprietorship and
Figure 3.7: The new visual identity for Agra

boost project development. Methods
like ‘scrum’ and a solid presence within

Solution

ownership by co-developing a brand

the organization can get the project

The lack of ownership was attributed

concept with key stakeholders to stoke

rolling. In this case, a scrum master

to the fact that the people at the

the fires under the project. They opted

from the design agency, with clear

municipality were not familiar with

for the latter, and gave the design agency

targets in mind, was able to perform

the phenomenon of city branding, its

the lead in co-designing the project

miracles in terms of the execution of

benefits and how to go about doing it.

concept. Together with Archohm, the

the overall process. And the existence

The architects had two options – scout

designers developed an initial concept

of a solid vision helped to accelerate

for an owner within the municipality,

and a few manifestations for the new

the process – a strong vision empowers

or take a design approach and create

brand. These were presented to the Chief

ownership.
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3.4
Conclusions and
recommendations

While working on complex projects,

– unmet targets, budgetary overruns, not

a large part of the complexity lies in

to mention human frustration. Although

the dynamics that propel the process

it might seem obvious to consider the

towards a valuable outcome. Therefore,

circumstances as indicators for success,

we strongly believe that, for strategic

we advise you not to see them as such.

designers, being willing to ‘get things

There is more.

done’ is as important as creating a great

Projects with a sound vision and clear

design. In this chapter we have shown

ownership could turn out to be rather

that there are two major influences on

dull, leading to poorly-motivated team

the agility of the process: a solid project

members and mediocre outcomes. On the

vision and the degree of ownership within

other hand, introducing an innovative

the organization. The extent to which

idea into projects lacking in ownership

these two factors occur help designers

can attract and motivate the right

determine what leadership role to take on

owners, and ensure the project gets off

in order to move the project forward.

the ground, as in the case of the National

However, it would be far too easy to

Military Museum. These examples show

conclude that projects that establish a

that motivation and novelty – among

common vision and great ownership

other factors – can be of considerable

all have a chance of ‘winning’, whilst

influence as well. Other project indicators

projects lacking these things will

– such as garnering the support of top

automatically be fraught with problems

management for the project leader/owner,
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or mixing up the composition of the

me? Connecting circumstances to the

well as showing the way. Designers need

project team – might also be considered.

people that actually excel under those

to lead and be humble at same time. By

In addition to assessing project

circumstances will put design teams in

taking responsibility for the route, and

circumstances, we strongly believe

the best starting position. That moment

not merely targeting the final destination,

that self-reflection and assessment are

of self-reflection is ultimately something

designers will work more intimately with

equally important. Design professionals

all designers are responsible for – a

their clients – which means nurturing

should get to know their strengths and

moment when they consciously decide

a productive relationship, rather than

weaknesses – and this knowledge should

whether to refuse the project, locate

presenting completed work now and then.

guide their choice of projects so that

the right team members or just move

We believe that the central responsibility

their unique combination of skills and

forward.

of the designer is to respect and produce

expertise can help them lead the effort to

a desired impact, and that designing

‘get things done’. Design professionals

Constantly changing roads

the road is as important as the design

should ask themselves questions like:

And if the decision is to move forward,

itself. And once designers master this,

am I someone who likes to lead the way

it is also important to keep in mind that

they might find out how enjoyable and

through complex politics? Am I a strong

people change, and circumstances change.

rewarding the strategic design process

vision creator, or am I actually more

Showing leadership is not only a matter

can be.

of an executor who excels in specific

of choosing a style but also maintaining a

areas of expertise, and who needs to be

delicate balance. Designers have to keep

surrounded by strong team members?

a broader perspective of the project and

Do I need to agree with the vision, or

make sure the design team’s ambition

does agreement make no difference to

does not wane. This means listening, as
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